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INTRODUCTION
MEET THE DECK GUY!
Hey there, it’s Mario, the “Deck Guy”. I’m glad you’ve opened our guide to making your
next exterior home project more efficient, effective and enjoyable. Whether you are
a do it yourselfer or a professional contractor this guide will help you get your vision
started, and with the help of the Great Railing team, see it through to completion.
So, why do they call me the Deck Guy? Well 34 years in the industry of building and
manufacturing decking, railing and fencing will do that. I have built over 5,200 decks
up and down the east coast. YES, that’s a real number! For many years I was the largest
installer for a few major building product vendors,–including Timber Tech and Trex. I
can even install a railing without a tape measure. It’s in my blood. (Not recommended
for you DIY’ers’)

NOT YOUR AVERAGE BUILDING PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURER...
Today my company “Great Railing” is a manufacturer of premium outdoor building
products which are sold directly to homeowners, contractors, builders and also sold
in large retail stores. Years ago we could not find a high quality railing system that
was able to do everything we needed it to do. So we set out to build our own Vinyl
Railing System that would meet ALL our needs. It had to work at any angle, meet up
to round posts as well as custom “fan “steps. It also had to meet all building codes
and be made of a heavier quality vinyl and have aluminum inserts inside the rails for
reinforcement. And if those requirements weren’t enough-it had to go up fast and be
easy to install- because time is money. SO, after two years we got it all together and
we are now Great Railing.
Our decking, railing, and fencing products are stronger than the industry norms AND
save you money. As you shop around you will find similar products available .You will
also find our prices are the lowest. But that’s not the reason you should consider us.
What truly separates Great Railing from the big box stores and the lumberyards is not
just the lower cost & higher quality products-it’s our knowledge and experience to help
guide you through your project.
I’m proud to also mention that our building materials are Made in America with
American materials and assembled by American workers. That can’t be said about
most of the building materials out there. Our products are 100% recyclable and all
scrap and vinyl dust get recycled. Our manufacturing facility runs on solar power and
we own our building, all of which keeps our overhead low and your prices even lower.

We’re not the guys in the blue or orange aprons blindly clerking you thru confusing
rows of building materials. My team knows the industry and has my wealth of
knowledge at their disposal. We have products you won’t find at lumberyards.
We own deck engineering software to help you design your next deck. We have
personally designed over 500 million dollars in decking projects for our clients and
our customers. We have also never had a deck design turned down due to a failed
stress test.
The key here is speed. We can show you how to get started, help you avoid costly
pitfalls & mistakes and get your deck done in less time. At Great Railing speed does
not come at the sacrifice of quality- and the same can be said of our low prices. At
Great Railing you will cut out the middle man so you can have it all, high quality, quick
turn around and a price your wallet will love.
As a manufacturer of building materials, combined with my deck building experienceI guess you could say I know the business inside and out.That makes Great Railing the
place to trust when it comes to your home and your exterior home project.

1
DO I USE A CONTRACTOR?
You may decide to hire a contractor to help you construct your deck, either because
you don’t have experience in building a deck or you just don’t have the time to do so.
Today there are decks available in ready to assemble kits and most people can handle
the construction portion of the deck. It is usually in the designing of the deck from
the ground up that you will definitely need a contractor OR the help of our team at
Great Railing.
The question is when you must use a contractor“How do you find the right one”?
For many a quick Google search is all that is needed to find a contractor, but I prefer
word of mouth. Don’t you? If you’re spending about five thousand dollars on your
deck, do you really want to trust a search engine to find you a contractor you can
trust? It is important to hire a licensed contractor who does quality work and stays on
schedule.

Experience
For the best outcome when building a deck you should definitely hire an experienced
deck builder. An experienced & licensed contractor will have the tools needed and
access to quality building products-usually at discounted pricing. They also have
the knowledge of which products will work best to build the deck of your dreams.
A deck that will last for years, look great and be easy to maintain. A quality building
contractor also understands the importance of staying within a budget, completing
projects on time and with minimal disruption to the customer.

Reputation
To confirm a contractor is experienced you can request to see a portfolio of his work.
Looking over the portfolio allows you to see the quality of his work and gives you an
idea of some of the materials he has worked with and also various design options that
will work best for your deck. It is also a good idea to ask for references and speak to
previous customers.
If you do decide to use Google Search -be sure to use the term “company name reviews“ in the search box. Example: ”Frank Henry deck building
Reviews”
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Registered Contractor
One very important part of finding the right contractor is to check with your local &
state building offices to confirm the contractor has up to date credentials and is in
compliance with state codes.
This includes liability insurance. You should ask to see these credentials, especially
the insurance form. If a contractor does not have valid liability insurance and he or a
worker is injured during install - it can get very ugly- the worker can attempt to sue
the homeowner to pay for medical expenses and more.
Using the suggestions above will assist you in finding a quality contractor to build the
deck you envisioned- in budget and within the projected time frame. It is best to get
estimates from a few contractors and the estimates may vary. Please keep in mind a
quality contractor may charge a bit more - they value their work, time & reputation.
Using Great Railing as an example –
Our company has been in this business for over 20 years serving customers along the
east coast. When you walk into our showroom we have dozens of photos of decks
we have built. The pictures on the wall and the pictures in our portfolio speak for
the quality of our work and so do the written testimonials from our many satisfied
customers.
If you would like more information on choosing a contractor or decking material-or
more deck design ideas & options please visit our blog on Great Railing or stop in and
visit our showroom and let our design experts guide you every step of the way.
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DECKING

2
DECKING INTRO
With the popularity on television of the many “ Do It Yourself “Garden & Home
Remodeling shows it now seems every back yard needs to have some kind of deck
AND it has to be designed, laid out and fully installed in just one hour.
This just doesn’t do justice to the time and skill it takes to build a deck that flows
with the lay of your land. The design of your deck should fit your home and meet the
design goals of the customer. A truly thought out deck design extends living space
outdoors and even allows the outside to blend into the home. Compared to other
home remodeling costs, a deck is relatively inexpensive and is an excellent investment
in the quality of life AND improves property values. Designing a deck that works with
the flow of the land will turn a previously sloped or unusable area into a functional
recreational area. Most likely this is also a less costly way of grading.
Having decking around a pond or swimming pool creates another seating area and
any decking–covered or not can also house an area to barbeque or an outdoor fire pit
for many fun family gatherings or for a quiet romantic evening under the stars.
Large decks can be made more relaxing by adding planters or a trellis and there are
many choices for ways in which you can light your deck.
Today there are many choices / styles of materials to use to build your dream deck.
Real wood, composites, solid or molded PVC deck boards are all options. Many people
insist wood is the only way to go. However there are many advantages to the newer
choices. A brief list of those advantages would include -extended durability, reduction
in wear & tear, easier maintenance or no maintenance. PVC deck products will never
rot ,splinter or crack. The newer deck products available now are engineered to stand
up to the climate & weather conditions better than natural wood. As beautiful as
it looks natural wood expands, contracts, splits and curls starting the very first day
of install. This sure does make the newer decking products durability even more
appealing.
The huge choice of quality product now available means there has never been a
better time to add a deck. Great Railing offers 3 types of quality deck products. We
carry Trex Composite decking, Vinyl Gorilla decking, and Ampro solid cellular PVC
decking. All deck products are available in standard sizes at fantastic prices and all are
also sold in complete deck kits.
Visit our web site to get some more information and if you have questions you can
reach us using the user friendly message form on our website. As soon as possible
someone from our team will contact you via telephone or email.
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3
HOW WILL YOU USE YOUR DECK
Design Considerations
It is easier to change your mind on paper than after you discover your new patio
furniture is bigger than your new deck. So we‘ve assembled a few ideas to keep in
mind as you envision your deck. How you will use the deck and how you will get onto
and up to and down from the deck are all important to consider.

How will you use it?
Dining?
If your plan is to enjoy meals on your beautiful deck, consider keeping it
close to your kitchen and allow plenty of room around your patio table for easy access.
Also you may consider a bump out space for the grill- allowing plenty of clearance
from the house.

Pool?
Both composite & vinyl decking work well with water, so these are a great choice for
a pool deck and our PVC railings can handle the wet towels from the whole family.
With a pool deck consider the layout for the chaise chairs, a hot tub perhaps, a clear
running path for those “cannon ball” jumps.
If considering a hot tub keep in mind that these can be heavy and the decks
foundation and framing must be built to handle the weight. Any pool requires a
fence-we offer fencing that makes it possible to have both safety AND style …that
even your neighbors will enjoy. Always check in advance what the local requirements
are for fencing around pools.

Gatherings?
You may want to think about a multi-level deck to create “zones” for dining, lounging
or even a more “private” space under a pergola. Using more than one decking color
also helps distinguish one area from another and different color railing or different
style railing can bring high design & safety to your deck. You may even want to plan
some uninterrupted room for everything from a pick up soccer game to a moonlit
conga line.
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Relaxing?
Composite and vinyl decking are low maintenance products that blend very well with
nature and lend a peaceful, easy relaxing feeling to your outdoor oasis. If your deck is
being designed exclusively with “unwinding in mind-be sure to leave room for plenty
of fully reclined lounge chairs and refreshment friendly side tables. For even more
enjoyment from your outdoor space consider adding a “cocktail rail” to the top of your
decks perimeter or splinter free benches built right into the deck design are also a
nice touch.

How to plan?
Here is how to plan a new deck that completes your vision, suits your property, meets
your budget and offers the best return on your investment. In the summertime when
the living is easy, there is nothing that compares to having a deck for cook outs,
entertaing or just relaxing. In addition to building outdoor living space a well planned
and constructed deck is an asset when you sell your home.
Here are some facts –According to the 2014 “Cost vs. Value Report from Remodeling
Magazine adding a deck will give you about an 87% return on your investment.
Planning a successful deck requires careful consideration of your site, your budget,
and which features you should or should not include. Here are some planning
priorities to keep in mind.
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DECIDING ON THE SITE AND SIZE
Once built your deck will be a popular place, so give careful thought to where it
should be located. It is best to begin by working out how to access it from your house.
The handy back door to the kitchen probably won’t do the job: it will force foot traffic
toward the cooking area / never a good idea.
A better solution might be a French door or a slider that gives primary access from a
family room, living room or dining room while still being easily accessible from and to
the kitchen. The optimum advantage would be if the door offered an expansive view
of the deck & yard.
Next, make sure the deck neither “swamps your yard / nor becomes “lost in your yard.
Your local codes may set standards for how much of your lot can be occupied by a
deck. There are also codes regarding how close a deck can be to your property line.
Checking these codes with your city or county building department should be the
first step in planning your deck.
Decide where to locate steps off the deck so they will provide unobstructed access to
the back yard. When planning the deck it also very important to consider the path of
the sun and the location of shade trees. Sunlight may be very pleasant in the morning,
but unbearable later in the day. Having a shade tree to the west of the deck will block
the harsh late day sun. Also consider how to preserve your privacy and screen your
deck from prevailing winds.
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COST: HOW MUCH SHOULD YOU SPEND?
If you’re considering a deck the size of a helipad with all the bells and whistles
imaginable you better think again. According to the 2014 Cost vs. Value Report from
Remodeler Magazine –simple is the best way to go. For example a medium size deck
of about 16 x 20 made from wood decking is the least costly initially but requires
yearly maintenance. Composite or PVC products will cost a bit more initially but last
much longer with minimal maintenance. With a PVC deck product you avoid the
yearly hassle of staining and sealing required with wood deck material. There is also a
higher resale value when the deck is built using PVC deck material.
Any deck will add value to your home. When selling your home you can usually
recoup an average of about 87 % at time of sale. If you have an upscale home and
want a more elaborate deck to keep pace with the surrounding real estate with bells &
whistles like built in lighting and specialty railings it may offer a lower payback when
you sell the home.
If you are reasonably handy -for a larger “pay back” at time of the sale you may want
to reach for the gold and install the deck yourself. Labor costs typically make up more
than 2/3 the cost of residential construction.
Broken down, this means you can spend as little as $4000.00 in materials for a large
wood deck and come away with a resale value of more than $12,000.00 - a handsome
return on your investment.
A typical breakdown used by a contractor when pricing your project would be – 1/3
material, 1/3 labor and 1/3 of the cost to cover running a business.
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THINK LOCAL
To recoup a good portion of your investment, your deck needs to be “right” for your
market. As owner and operator of Great Railing I recommend simply checking out
other decks in your area. Put your personal touches on your deck -- but don’t make
the deck too elaborate when compared to what is typical for your real estate market.
Most definitely stay par with or exceed the existing decks in your area.
Again I emphasize how important it is to obey all local codes. These days prior to
purchase many potential buyers are having home inspections done. If an inspector
finds the deck is not built to code most buyers insist it be fixed or walk away from the
sale.
These codes exist not just to preserve property values, but to promote safety. One
example of this is railing balusters. When balusters are placed to far apart they are a
“falling” hazard for small children and pets. Code stipulates a 4 inch maximum space
between balusters. Another example is a deck that is inadequately or improperly
attached to the house can collapse. This occurs usually during a celebration when the
deck is loaded with the extra weight of the crowd. This leads to injuries and insurance
claims I’m sure all want to avoid. So get the permit from your building department &
follow the list of guide lines / requirements.

Looking Good
Although it is hard to put a dollar value on aesthetics we will all admit “looks count”.
Give thought to how the deck will meld with the style of your home. Railings offer a
good opportunity to pull in color and detail that will compliment your home & your
landscaping. There should be a smooth transition from the deck to both house and
landscaping.
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COMPOSITE DECKING VERSUS VINYL DECKING
When considering a deck, there are many different material choices you have now
days. These new products make building a deck easier than in the past and even more
important the products available today make the deck stronger and longer lasting.
Each deck building product, pressure treated, composite or vinyl decking all present
different features. You just have to determine which would work best for your
application. Facts to keep in mind are overall quality, the products durability and the
cost of the material. How considerate you are of these facts listed above - will determine
the degree of satisfaction building the deck will provide you in years to come.

Composite Decking
One of the leading manufacturers of synthetic deck material is Trex.
Trex present their composite decking as an alternative to wood. Most composite
decking companies had a bit of a rough start due to staining or fading or quality of the
product. This includes Trex, but the early concerns have been successfully addressed
and are no longer an issue. Composite decks boast of low- maintenance but some
care is required annually or every so often to keep the deck in tip top condition.
If you decide to go with synthetic decking be sure to thoroughly research the product,
the company and especially the product warranty. As was said earlier composite
deck manufacturers boast of “LOW“ maintenance, however per the company there is
proper maintenance required to keep the deck looking new and also to support the
warranty.

Vinyl Decking
The exclusive “Ampro” formula brings together the best qualities of a solid cellular
PVC (polyvinyl chloride) / Homopolymer compound, along with a Titanium Dioxide
pigment. These two ingredients combine to create long term ultra violet (UV) light
resistance and also provide each board with a strength superior to similar decking
products.
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“Virgin Vinyl “is the term used for vinyl products that do not contain recycled product
Any recycled products imported into an extrusion plant may contain impurities or be
of a lower grade vinyl. If incorporated into the manufacturing process these recycled
vinyl products can seriously affect the finished products resilience, impact resistance
and the UV inhibition of the finished product. All Ampro products are made solely &
strictly from 100% Virgin Vinyl-with acrylic capstock providing the consumer with the
strongest and most reliable deck product. A deck built with this product will maintain
its look and quality for many years.
Under vinyl decking you will also find “Gorilla Decking”. Gorilla decking is a state of the
art vinyl constructed product. It is manufactured with ease of construction and the
homeowner in mind. Gorilla decking has a patented interlocking design that creates
a water-shedding surface.
Described also as water tight its design prevents water from traveling below. This
product stays cool in the hottest weather and is unaffected by any weather and is
resilient to damage from the suns UV rays. Gorilla decking is great for all applications.
It works amazingly well in areas close to water such as pools, docks or floating docks.
There is no better material to use in areas around water because the dampness &
chlorine present in those conditions have no effect on this product.

Benefits of vinyl decking
* stays cooler-than other decking products
* Fade resistant
		
* Minimal maintenance
		
* will never rot, splinter or crack
		

* stain resistant
* slip resistant
* easy to clean
* longer warranties

Once again before making your final choice, consider important factors like longevity,
and any upkeep demands required to keep the deck up to your standards and to
maintain the deck warranty. The time & cost you have to spend in maintaining your
deck has a great impact on the life of the deck and its appeal. For further information
on decking products please check our online blog at http://www.greatrailing.com.
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RAILING
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FINDING THE “RIGHT “RAILING
Selecting the right type of guard rails offers you the perfect opportunity to complete
your deck design. No other part of the deck design adventure offers as many
interesting choices as selecting a railing system. A deck railing is visible from all sides
of a deck and this makes them very important to the final appearance of your deck
design.
Wood rails are the most obvious solution for a cedar, redwood or pine deck. There are
several options to customize a wood rail to fit your overall design A standard wood
rail uses 4x4 rail posts, 2x4 top and bottom rails, 2x2 balusters and a 2x4 routed cap.
Adding a “sweep space” under the bottom rail is a functional detail that makes your
deck easier to clean, to sweep and remove snow or leaves. Great Railing offers a
variety of elegant metal and glass balusters in a variety of styles, textures, and colors.
Adding a decorative “post cap” is another way to put your personal touch on your
deck design.
If you are using a low maintenance deck material for your deck surface you will most
likely also want a low maintenance railing system. Great Railing offers a wide selection
of very attractive designer railing systems that are sold in easy to install kits.
If you are trying to preserve a view consider using glass rail sections, glass pickets,
cable rail or the thinner aluminum balusters in black or white. White railings are a
popular choice for creating contrast with the deck material and the color scheme of
the home exterior. White railings are a safe choice for most decks because their classic
look never goes out of style.
Privacy walls &
screens can be
placed strategically
for privacy or to
limit sun. Decorative
arbors can also be
installed above
railings to hang
plants and vines.
Either of these is
always a pleasurable
accent design.

9
POPULAR DECK RAILING DESIGNS
Deck railing designs can easily turn your plain boring deck into a real centerpiece of
architectural design. In the past decks just had the very traditional wood balusters and
wood railings. Railings are now available in many different styles and many different
materials. By adding a new railing design to your deck you improve not only the look
of and safety of the deck but also the house and the property.

Common Deck Railing Designs
While there are many styles to choose from-the two most common designs are
Horizontal or Vertical
* Horizontal –A horizontal design does not have traditional balusters. A horizontal
rail design has rails or cables that run horizontal to the deck floor attached to rail posts
at regular intervals. The overall look is more like a fence.
* Vertical – With a vertical rail design, the balusters run between the top & bottom
rails. This is similar to a banister on a balcony or a set of stairs. This style is the most
common design –the choice of balusters is the way to add your personal touch.
Due to having so many choices deciding on exactly the right railing for your deck is
a tough decision. Choices range from wood, metal cable, glass, aluminum, PVC or
sometimes a creative design of your own making.
How you set up your deck rails is entirely up to you and the look you want to achieve.
If you want a deck that is open to preserve your view-the thin aluminum railing
balusters would be a perfect choice. A railing with glass pickets also preserves the
view and the breeze. If more privacy is what you are looking for you can enclose the
deck with a higher railing or use a railing with the balusters closer together. While
trying to decide which design you choose – here are some basics to keep in mind.
1. Always think safety first. It may look like a great design, but if there is a chance
someone could fall or get hurt –it isn’t functional. Rails that won’t hold the weight of
an adult are always a bad choice no matter how good they may look.
* All rails sold by Great Railing are inspected and approved by the International Code Counsel. The
ICC does extensive tests on the constructed railing & on the various products used to manufacture the
railing. An ICC approval confirms the railing has been tested and complies with their strict guidelines
for structural safety and durability.
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2. Also consider –does the design you have in mind match the rest of the house. The
goal is for the deck and the house to blend seamlessly.
3. Decide at the outset which is more important- preserving a great view, or a place to
grill and gather with family & friends. A deck can surely be both but it is a good idea
to keep your goals in mind when planning.
4. Just as in decking products maintenance should be a factor when choosing your
railing design.
5. Affordability is always a factor. Some designs require expensive materials or
additional tools for install. Keep your budget in mind when choosing the best design
for your deck.

Choosing the Baluster
Balusters can make the difference between a standard deck and a unique deck. In
addition to horizontal or vertical layout, you can use color and also different material
to give your deck the unique look you are striving for.
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CERTIFIED VERSUS NON-CERTIFIED
RAILING SYSTEMS
I realize I have already mentioned this subject. Since this is an extremely important
aspect of a railing purchase I feel it should be mentioned again and in more detail.
Many people wonder what ICC Certification is and why it even matters.
Here I will ask you, when you make a purchase these days, don t you want to get
exactly what you are expecting and exactly what you are paying for?
The railing for your deck is an integral part of any deck. It provides the only line of
defense against a fall related injury. When our family, our children or grandchildren
are playing on the deck we want to have confidence that they are safe. Deck railings
are strictly regulated by local code departments. The railings on a deck are subject
to inspection-even in areas where other aspects of the project such as footings and
framing may not require inspection.
Sounds like all companies selling only ICC Certified deck rails would be a no brainer.
This would be true in a perfect world –but it isn’t. To comply with the ICC certification
takes time & commitment from a company. Many companies choose not to put that
effort or care into the products they sell.
If you were to ask one of those railing sellers to show you their ICC report they would
not be able to produce any such safety rating. What they are selling you is a “fence
“made from parts that have never been tested. A sale, not safety, is what matters to
their company.
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I have yet to meet a customer who would tell me the safety of their loved ones doesn’t
come first. Great Railing provides our customer with a copy of an up to date ICC
report at no charge. When an inspector asks about a railing they are very happy when
presented with this report as part of the reply.
It is still a buyer beware market out there. No matter when or where you buy your
rails, ask for that ICC report and purchase only certified railings. These days a certified
railing system is the best fit for any deck railing. It’s a comfort to know the rail you
purchased has undergone some of the strictest product testing done in order to
qualify for the ICC certification.

To use Great Railing as an example follow me here;
Before any Great Railing rail kit was ever put on the market for resale the material /
product was tested against the US Residential Code Standards (IRC) and also the US
Commercial Code Standards / International Building Code (IBC). Our product passed
all milestones with ease. For those who are interested this means the railing was
tested against testing regime AC174. These reports are finalized and readily available
for download from our website.
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NOW LET’S DISCUSS THE TERM “APPROVED”
Once the product passes the tests all the data and the integrity of the firm that has
done the testing is reviewed by the International Code Council.
Only after all data is reviewed and agreed to meet all standards for certification will
the ICC issue their own “approval “ Passing the AC174 world renown engineering test
is the first important step. When this is done the firm then writes up all the details
& specifics of the test and product in a report. When all tests are passed a company
is issued an ICC number. This report is then shared with engineers, architects, and
inspectors and is accepted as an independent proof of acceptability.
There is a second step-This step is not essential to show building code compliance.
The second step is more like the “icing on the cake “What we did next was to submit
that report and our factory information, material sources and specifications plus
many other items back to the ICC. These are all thoroughly checked out and only
if all the information meets their standards does the ICC grant that company their
“PROPRIETARY SEAL” of Approval.
Without these rigorous tests run by expert engineers confirming the quality and
safety of the product you use, you are putting your family’s safety and the safety of
others at risk. There are companies that sell products without ICC testing or confirmed
approval. Those products may sound like a good buy, but don’t be fooled. The few
pennies you may save at the outset are not worth giving up the peace of mind a
quality ICC product will give you.
About now you are probably thinking –“what is it they do to certify a railing? ICC
code certification is an ongoing process; it involves continuous testing and must be
resubmitted every 2 years. There are aspects that test weather related issues and load
bearing ability.
Testing involves 1000’s of pounds pulling down on and pushing out on the railing to
test its strength, resistance and durability. Every hour during manufacturing different
rail components are pulled from the production line, and individually measured
and tested using strict guide lines set by the ICC. Testing also includes extreme
temperatures, resistance to harsh weather conditions and to UV rays. Cracking,
peeling, and caving are some of the important areas the testing covers. Meeting the
strict criteria of the ICC confirms the longevity of the rails and most importantly the
safety of the rails.
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Tests our rails are run through are listed belowASTM D 6109 Component Flexural Test (standard conditions)
Assembly Fastener Test
Infill Loading at Center of two Balusters
Infill Loading at Bottom of Two Balusters
Horizontal Uniform Load on Top Rail
Vertical Uniform Load on Top Rail
Concentrated Load at Midspan of Top Rail
Concentrated Load at Both Ends of Top Rail
Top Rail Bracket-Post Attachment (In Line Application)
Bottom Rail Post Application ( In-Line Application)
News of deck and railing collapses are more common than they used to be. These
tragedies usually involve many people & usually occur during a happy celebration.
The injuries that are suffered can be mild or severe and sometimes fatal.
Almost every new home constructed today includes an elevated deck or porch.
Existing decks on established homes are continuously being replaced. Our goal
at Great Railing is to help make certain all the decks going up whether new or
replacement meet each safety qualification required and even some that are not a
requirement. Your safety and your loved ones safety is as important to us as our own.
Bottom line is –when looking for railings & decking products make sure all
Products are ICC approved and ask for a copy of the ICC Report.
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DETERMINING WHAT FENCE WOULD BE BEST
If your goal is choosing the best fence for your yard-you first need to define the limits
of your property. A yard fence should be both functional and also pleasing to the eye.
Privacy –Safety-Security, Required Maintenance and Ease of Access
- are factors to consider when choosing a fence. If there is a pool involved there
is a certain latch as well as construction bylaws required in almost every municipality.
A wooden fence is a barrier but requires continuous maintenance.
A horizontal “coral “fence looks nice-but is a ladder into your back yard & your pool.
A chain link fence-can be customized & will not break your budget- but it just doesn’t
have the appeal most people are looking for.
With PVC you can get maintenance free fencing at very affordable pricing - available
in a variety of sizes, colors and designs options.
Black aluminum is also great fencing option- maintenance free -it provides an
unobstructed line of site and gives your property a rich appearance & has great “curb
appeal”. It is easily installed and surprisingly affordable.
No matter if your goal is creating your own private oasis or to add more safety &
provide your home with more security Great Railing is here to help you choose the
best fence for your back yard.
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OUR WRAP UP
Many people think the dream of having a deck is not reachable-material is reachablebut the cost to install bounces the dream out of reach. Are you interested in learning
how I can show you an easy way to design your deck and even install it yourself?
I realize I work at Great Railing so I most likely am bias-But honestly, we are a company
that offers deck designs printed out to match the deck kit you choose. And we can
show you a cool little tool called a “camo gun”- With that tool a deck always looks like
it was installed by a “pro”.
If you’re coming in to see us bring things like your property survey, an idea of the size
you want to build, a sketch or a picture is helpful to show us what you’re looking to
build. We can also address permits and building code requirements.
You will leave our showroom with a list of material, a firm estimate of the cost and
many of your questions answered. When you’re ready-SO ARE WE. There is always
someone here to help if you have questions down the line on any aspect of your
install.
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